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DEHUMANIZATION AND THE POWER HIERARCHY IN BLACK
MIRROR‘S “MEN AGAINST FIRE”
CHRISTINE GULLIC, EASTERN OREGON UNIVERSITY
MENTOR: NANCY KNOWLES

Abstract
Charlie Brooker’s popular Netflix series Black Mirror has never failed to reflect
society’s shadows, and season three’s “Men Against Fire” carries the torch in revealing
that our dependence on technology leads to othering, dehumanization, and a perpetual
power struggle. As technology rapidly evolves, its tendrils sink further into the human,
organic world, making it increasingly difficult for humans to behave ethically as we
gain power. Simultaneously, those at the other end of the spectrum are dehumanized
as they are monitored and manipulated through the use of technology and power. The
links between “Men Against Fire” and both historical and modern accounts, including
the Holocaust and today’s refugee crisis, show that we do not change and are
unprepared to keep up with the power that technology brings. Compelling dialogue,
combined with first-person angles, gives the audience a firsthand view of a not-sodistant future in which our willingness to become socially distant and indifferent to
suffering outside of our own group has led to the destruction of society and to the
ongoing mission to destroy an entire population of powerless people. The intricate
web of relation between power, technology, dehumanization, privacy, and xenophobia
is strikingly evident in both “Men Against Fire” and our own world, offering a haunting
premonition of our potential future state.
In an ever-evolving world of technology, data, and surveillance, the only
information that can truly be kept private—if the owner chooses to do so—is internal,
and arguably the most valuable information in existence. This information is internal
thought generated by what is ingested by the eyes, ears, skin, tongue, and nose, from
conscious thought produced during the day to subconscious images, emotions, and
sensations dancing across the mind while we sleep, to the information written in every
cell in the body, in the DNA. To monitor all of this information is to be at the highest
tier of a hierarchy of power, and Black Mirror’s episode “Men Against Fire” depicts one
entity in this highest position influencing an entire world to eradicate some of its own.
What is most disturbing about this episode is the fact that many elements within it are
prominent in our world today. “Men Against Fire,” like many episodes of Black Mirror,
is a fictionalized reflection of some of the darkest characteristics of our society:
technology’s dehumanizing tendencies; violations of privacy through unethical
surveillance; lack of humanity; and the fact that, when in the hands of the most
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powerful, technology is at its most uncontrollable, unescapable form, making
resistance nearly impossible.
Technology as a Conduit to Power in “Men Against Fire”
Black Mirror writer Charlie Brooker weaves a horrific, cautionary tale of
technological dependence in which DNA reveals so-called weaknesses—
predisposition to disease, mental illness, criminal or sexual deviance—and leads the
world to view this disadvantaged group as “roaches,” or targets to be eliminated.
Soldiers are outfitted with chips called “Mass,” which create a sort of sensual overlay,
allowing the soldiers to communicate with others wirelessly and to view within their
fields of vision statistics and maps related to their missions. The chips also assist them
in combat, for example, helping to increase their targeting accuracy. However helpful
the implants are, soldiers armed with them are transformed from humans to war
machines, able to eradicate their targets without empathy, because of the implants’
ability to mask human faces and distort pleas for help into unintelligible screeches—
an ability the soldiers themselves are not aware of. The Mass implants monitor every
moment of the soldiers’ lives, including their dreams. Dehumanization is found on
each level of the power scheme: Technology and its controller are at the very top, with
complete control over the soldiers’ actions; soldiers cannot experience empathy or
even truly see the world without technology-induced warping and are rewarded with
fabricated sexual visions; civilians view the roaches as subhuman despite the civilians’
lack of Mass implants; and roaches are hunted without remorse because of diseases
and weaknesses revealed by their DNA.
“Men Against Fire” follows Stripe, a rookie soldier, as he sets out for his first
“roach hunt” (00:00:32). The rest of the group preparing for the mission seem eager to
participate in the day’s activities, filled with both a sense of duty to fulfill their orders
and a sense of excitement, convinced that they are doing what is right for the world.
Stripe appears hesitant, wary of facing these faceless “roaches,” but also displays a
small glimmer of enthusiasm at the idea of his first time in the field. Fellow soldier
Raiman boasts of her hunting skills, while Len offers a piece of advice to Stripe: “When
you see one right here, try not to shit your pants. It’s only gonna piss them off”
(00:01:08). The group lets out shouts of anticipation as a vehicle hauls them to the site
of a suspected roach attack, where food stores have been burglarized and the
remaining supplies deemed inconsumable.
Stripe joins a smaller group traveling outside of the village to confront
“religious freak” and suspected roach-hoarder Parn Heidekker, where he experiences
his first roach encounter. We see, through the lens of a drone, Heidekker’s large,
dilapidated home (00:05:55). The soldiers have been alerted by the villagers of the
possibility that the structure is a roach haven. Medina, the soldiers’ leader, launches a
small device at the home that latches on to a wall and projects the layout of the home
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into the soldiers’ Mass implants. Stripe is commanded to search the home while
Medina questions Heidekker. The music is ominous as Stripe and his comrade Raiman
search the upper rooms, which are darkened by blacked-out windows and littered with
religious paintings and artifacts. Raiman finds a false wall in a closet and kicks it in,
revealing a “roach nest” (00:10:26); Stripe follows. After a suspenseful struggle, he
fulfills his primary responsibility—eradicating a roach. During the fight, the roach uses
a device to interrupt Stripe’s Mass implant signal, which is where the unraveling of the
entire Mass system begins.
The true use of the Mass implant and the power wielded by its operators are not
revealed until the end of the episode. The audience learns with Stripe that the roaches
are actually humans and the Mass implants are contraptions used to mask the roaches’
human faces, making them easier for the soldiers to kill. Upon this realization, Stripe
is given the choice to have his memory of the secret of Mass wiped, to start over as a
fresh-minded soldier, again oblivious to the true goal behind his missions, or to watch
himself murder the man in Heidekker’s home on perpetual loop. Ultimately, he caves
to the power of the Mass system and the figures behind it, choosing to become an
ignorant instrument once again.
The relationships between the forces of power, technology, information, and
surveillance in “Men Against Fire” are not unlike relationships that exist in the world
today, such as in surveillance of users online, controversies about medical data and
other private information, xenophobia, and the refugee crisis.
Surveillance
Privacy is a basic human right, but the magnitude of violation of privacy is often
overlooked or understated, as is seen in the world today and reflected in “Men Against
Fire.” Surveillance is yet another method of garnering information to use against
individuals and groups. Torin Monahan discusses the fallacies of and controversies
surrounding surveillance in his article “Surveillance as Cultural Practice,” arguing
that it comes with “fundamental critiques,” such as
that it affords the violent abstraction of people and their actions from their
primary contexts; that it is predicated upon biased valuations of some
populations or activities of over others; that its governing logics are opaque,
making them difficult to discern or contest; that it denies or ignores its own
partiality and situatedness. (502)
Surveillance is a direct violation of privacy, but more than that, it is dangerous in that
the laws meant to govern it are vague and peppered with loopholes. A recent example
of such a law is the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978 Amendments Act of
2008, renewed in 2018, which essentially allows warrantless surveillance of American
citizens’ online activity (“Decoding 702”). The law is justified by the American
government as intended to monitor foreign activity in the hope of smiting the
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scheming of terrorist groups, but the methods used, called “upstream surveillance,”
incidentally also pick up American communications (Sanchez). Such surveillance is a
violation of the Fourth Amendment, but the National Security Agency claims that “it
is often difficult to be confident in realtime where the endpoints of an Internet
communication are located” (Sanchez). Another example of unethical monitoring
includes the monitoring of online activity of users around the world today, as concerns
grow over what the collected information is used for and how invasive such
monitoring may be. Surveillance via technology, even when conducted with “good”
intentions, violates the privacy of innocent citizens.
It is through surveillance that the roaches are so easily dehumanized. The truth
behind the roach facade is revealed to Stripe after his Mass implant is disabled in the
initial fight at Heidekker’s and he comes face-to-face with a roach, Catarina, who
explains:
Ten years ago it began. Postwar. First, the screening program, the DNA checks,
then the register, the emergency measures, and soon everyone calls us
creatures, filthy creatures. Every voice, the TV, the computer, say we have
sickness in us, we have weakness, it’s in our blood, that our blood cannot go on,
that we cannot go on. My name was Catarina . . . now we are just roach. But now
you see me. (“Men Against Fire” 00:43:40)
Catarina, like the rest of the roaches the audience sees, is homeless, without food or
access to medicine. Being reduced to a series of medical data in place of a valuable
human life has assigned the roach to the lowest category in the power hierarchy:
subhuman, sick and weak. By obtaining personal medical data through technological
surveillance, the governing agency is able to deem the roaches unfit to live, ultimately
staking claim over an incredibly valuable thing about being human, a basic right: the
power of choice. As Solove argues about the value of data (88), the roaches’ power was
extinguished by the governing agency’s possession of their personal data.
When confronting suspected roach sympathizer Parn Heidekker, a civilian
living on the outskirts of the village, Stripe’s superior even states, “You can’t still see
them as human” (00:10:34). The governing entity in the episode has gathered
information about the roaches through myriad methods, exposing weaknesses and
predispositions over which people have no control, stripping them of any human
quality and reducing them to a host of undesirable qualities. Arquette even frowns
upon Stripe’s use of the word “he” to describe a roach, emphasizing that a roach is an
“it” (00:23:05). The link between power, privacy, and dehumanization is solid; in being
dehumanized, the roaches automatically plummeted to the bottom of the power
hierarchy, so much that other humans, like the villagers, no longer see them as the
same species.
Surveillance has led to the gathering of roach information through DNA
screenings and medical records, indicating that surveillance is an important extension
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of the power of the governing entity in “Men Against Fire.” Surveillance allows the
surveyor to identify actions or information as right or wrong, as Torin Monahan points
out, with a rigid set of rules regarding how this is determined (502). The surveillance
of the soldiers produces a record of rights and wrongs in the military’s eyes: Killing
roaches is right and shall be rewarded, whereas showing pity and empathy is wrong
and shall be punished. In light of this, on-site military psychologist Arquette defends
the government’s partiality during a confrontation with Stripe, during which Stripe is
made aware of the effects of the Mass implants. The psychologist cites the possibilities
of a visionary world without imperfect bloodlines, a utopia without disease or malice.
The impersonality generated by surveillance grants its audience an excuse—how can
one argue with solid data? Surveillance—indeed, technology as a whole—creates a very
rigid, black-and-white, set of governing rules from the outside but hides a massive gray
area behind the screen. The gray area is where the power of technology meets criticism
and claims of violation.
Control
Collecting and using private information can be executed through myriad
external methods, but through the use of advanced technology, a deeper level of
violation can be reached, meaning the reach of control has an even further extension.
Internal surveillance and control through the feeding of fabricated information can be
used to hardware psychological responses in accordance with a higher agenda.
The minds of the soldiers are influenced so much that they lose their moral
compasses without making the conscious choice to do so. The soldier figure in “Men
Against Fire” fills the mold of the prisoner in Bentham’s Panopticon, despite the
soldier’s power over the roaches and villagers. Michel Foucault analyzes the prisoner
in the Panopticon, a theoretical prison designed by Jeremy Bentham, in which the
prisoner is surveilled consistently from all angles. In his article “Panopticism,”
Foucault describes the Panopticon as a prison in which the prisoner is always visible,
always supervised (229–230); he argues that the prisoner “is seen, but he does not see;
he is the object of information, never a subject in communication” (230).
As the soldiers are constantly monitored, the government and its military are
always aware of what the soldiers are experiencing and how they are performing. The
prisoner is “never a subject in communication,” in that they are unaware of the true
intention of their mission. This control is a level unparalleled in the “Men Against
Fire” universe; even the roaches have the right to private thoughts, have families, and
have the ability to escape. By having valuable information withheld from them, like the
truth about the mission they are carrying out, the soldiers are essentially
unquestioning instruments in the power hierarchy and are oblivious to their own
dehumanization. As Arquette states during the confrontation with Stripe, humans are
naturally empathetic, which is problematic when they are required by a higher power
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to kill an enemy. “Men Against Fire” takes this idea and shows that technology not only
allows the removal of the human empathy but also exacerbates and rewards
unempathetic and even violent behavior.
Arquette carefully measures Stripe’s moral compass after his first kill, asking
how it felt emotionally to take a life. Stripe implies that he felt justified, that it was
“self-protection,” and that he felt relieved but that he did feel something was missing:
regret (00:23:18). Arquette asks, “So you’d do it again?” to which Stripe responds,
“Yeah, sure.” Arquette congratulates Stripe on his success, and the meeting concludes.
This interview seems like a regular check on the mental status of a soldier who has just
experienced battle for the first time, but really, it is Arquette performing the duty
instilled in him by the military to ensure that the Mass is working as intended:
removing empathy and maximizing performance. For the average morally sound
person to remain thoroughly apathetic to the killing of humans, the subject would need
to be completely unaware of this missing moral component; so long as the subject is
lacking information, the subject remains under control.
Information is the main source of energy for the entire power scheme in “Men
Against Fire,” and the means by which it is gathered is questionable, to say the least,
breaking a human life down into a series of letters and numbers, making it possible,
even inevitable, for the gatherer or watcher to view the subject as data rather than as a
person. By only knowing about the roaches, the villagers’ opinions are warped by the
control of information. Parn Heidekker has in-person interactions with the roaches
and offers them shelter and protection, supporting Clive Norris’s theory. Emotional
and social indifference is a normal reaction to data—data is simply information
without a face or family—creating a perfect environment for the person who reads the
data to perform actions the person would not perform when put in the same situation
with a living, speaking human. It is far more comfortable for a person to be inhumane
when performing an action from behind a screen or through a mental or physical
barrier. This barrier assists soldiers in their duties, and it is the same barrier that
dehumanizes the soldiers for the anonymous entity responsible for Mass.
In addition to the direct monitoring of their days, further control is exerted over
the soldiers in the form of a reward system exercised in the night: The better the
soldier performs, the better the sexual dream will be. One particularly powerful
psychological reaction in the human brain is sexual response. James G. Pfaus and
colleagues study and analyze sexual conditioning in their article “Who, What, Where,
When (and Maybe Even Why)? How the Experience of Sexual Reward Connects
Sexual Desire, Preference and Performance.” The authors identify conditioning that
occurs through sexual experience, stating, “Associative conditioning creates a brain in
which the ends ‘justify’ the means and in which the cues that predict the ends become
conditioned incentives” (35). The authors describe this drive as a Pavlovian response
(34), explaining that positive sexual experiences drive humans to do what is necessary
to obtain another pleasurable sexual experience. When this pleasurable experience
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can be programmed through technology, guaranteeing the sexual reward contingent
on performance, the sexual experience itself becomes dehumanized—sexual reward
via computer rather than human interaction—and dehumanizing at the same time. By
use of technology, human responses and internal psychological networks can be
manipulated to become a form of control.
Early in the episode, the soldiers are celebrating Stripe’s success. He’s killed
two roaches, an incredible feat for his first time in the field. Raiman, a fellow soldier,
exclaims, “Damn! First time out, he gets two. Sweet dreams for this asshole. Gonna get
a treat tonight” (00:15:51). The following scene, shot from a first-person point of view,
reveals what the “treat” is: Stripe’s dream of a sexual encounter with a woman,
presumably his partner, in lingerie. As Natalie Zutter states in her review of the
episode, “The Face of the Enemy: Black Mirror, ‘Men Against Fire,’” this is “positive
reinforcement through soldiers’ dreams, which kills two birds with one stone by
keeping them in line on the battlefield and less likely to be plagued by PTSD if they
make it home.” The reward system is a direct psychological conditioning, a mental
tampering that encourages the soldiers on a subconscious level to kill. The human
instincts that still exist within the soldiers’ brains, outside of the implant, crave the
sexual reward that is attained through success in the field, motivating them to perform
as expected.
At the end of the episode, we see two scenes happening in one. In one version,
we see through Stripe’s eyes a clean, welcoming home awash with bright, warm
sunlight, and the woman from his dreams smiling at him from the porch, beckoning
him. Just before the credits roll, we see reality: The house is derelict and empty. Not
only has the government implanted sexual dreams into Stripe’s mind, it has fabricated
his home and relationship. The tendrils of power and control have become anchored
into the subconscious core of Stripe’s mind, demonstrating clear violations of what the
world today generally considers ethical.
Questions about ethics and morality are raised in a series of instances in “Men
Against Fire,” from the gathering of personal data about the roaches to the illusions
projected into the minds of the soldiers. Sophie Gilbert reviews the episode in her
article “Black Mirror’s ‘Men Against Fire’ Tackles High-Tech Warfare,” stating,
The episode made me think about augmented reality, and the ethical
boundaries that don’t yet exist when it comes to showing people things that
aren’t there. It was also a persuasive and nuanced exploration of military valor,
and the potential might of an army that could fight without morality getting in
the way.
One of the most blatant differences between humans and animals is morality.
Stripping the soldiers in “Men Against War” of that morality entitles them to carry out
their mission without question, their morality unmolested, while the audience
watches in horror. When their augmented reality is tailored to the individuals via the
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dissection of personal data, these soldiers are essentially turned into animalistic
beings, making manipulation of them a simpler task.
Because of its prospective uses, personal data represents one of the most potent
sources of power in the mechanism of control. In his article “The Value of Personal
Information,” Daniel J. Solove discusses the power that private information holds:
“The value [of personal information] is in the ability to prevent others from gaining
power and control over an individual” (88). When personal information is exposed,
power is shifted from the owner to the receiver of the information. In the context of
“Men Against Fire,” being able to know the ins and outs of the minds of the soldiers via
the Mass system gives the military power over the soldiers and, in turn, dehumanizes
the soldiers.
When we are aware that we are being watched, we behave differently,
according to the values of the watcher. Personal privacy allows us to make choices of
our own free will, knowing that our thoughts and intentions are safe and our own. Neil
M. Richards writes about the hazards of close observation in his article “The Dangers
of Surveillance,” arguing that a multitude of vulnerabilities come with being watched,
one of which being the way the garnered information might be used against the
subject:
A second special harm that surveillance poses is its effect on the power
dynamic between the watcher and the watched. This disparity creates the risk
of a variety of harms, such as discrimination, coercion, and the threat of
selective enforcement, where critics of the government can be prosecuted or
blackmailed for wrongdoing unrelated to the purpose of the surveillance.
(1935)
Knowing that we might be prosecuted or blackmailed based on our activities, we are
manipulated into performing in a manner that aligns with the laws of the watcher.
This means that the watched are at the mercy of the watcher and that the watcher is at
an all-powerful point in a power hierarchy, bolstered by the use of technology—thus
the Mass implant.
In his final interview with Arquette, Stripe watches a clip of himself agreeing
to have the Mass implant activated (00:52:42). The military representative explains,
“[The implant] works kind of like hypnosis . . . part of what you’re agreeing to is not
realizing you’ve been put in this state, if you follow me. You won’t recall this
conversation” (00:52:42). The soldiers are continually monitored through the Mass
implants, which, among uses already discussed, come into play as high-tech bodycams
that cannot be disabled or removed. Complete observation and control leave no
capacity for free will, which in this case means no capacity for empathy, and this
complete surveillance is only amplified by the fact that the soldiers are unaware of the
“hypnosis” after the implantation. With the soldiers’ lack of awareness of the power
being exerted over them, the gap in the power hierarchy widens.
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Removing the internal moral struggle is possible for the soldiers through the
futuristic Mass implant, but looking at the larger picture, the controlling entity in the
episode faces many ethical conflicts. In his review “In Men Against Fire, Black Mirror
Takes on the Future of Warfare,” Andrew Liptak argues,
In every war, soldiers are trained to dehumanize enemies, to maximize their
effectiveness by minimizing the impact of potentially taking another life. In a
world where that process can be programmed into soldiers, what’s left unsaid
is the way any undesirable can be targeted with the flip of a switch.
This “flip of a switch” takes place when the implant is activated, giving complete
control to the government and its authorities, like Arquette, who exercises this control
when he forces Stripe into choosing unawareness or eternal digital hell. There is a
desperate need to protect the public from the violations exuded by surveillance and
control. While we may not be subject to the power of the Mass system today, we are
audience to a multitude of other sources constantly feeding us information.
Some of the most powerful forces that use information to sway their audiences
are all of the media sources around us, such as social networking websites, television
shows, and the news. Stuart Hall, in his article “Whites of Their Eyes: Racist Ideologies
and the Media,” argues that racist ideologies are used in the media to persuade the
masses. An ideology is the mass belief and value system of a group; one example
includes the different political parties present in the United States. As groups gain
popularity, their ideologies are broadcast through various forms of media, increasing
the reach of their beliefs and recruiting more believers and participants. Hall argues,
Institutions like the media are peculiarly central to the matter [of ideology]
since they are, by definition, part of the dominant means of ideological
production. What they “produce” is, precisely, representations of the social
world, images, descriptions, explanations and frames for understanding how
the world is and why it works as it is said and shown to work. (19–20)
The media is yet another extension of technology, altering the way that audiences
perceive the world and the different groups that inhabit it. In this way, the media is a
tool in control, a feed of information that we cannot verify as true or false. The image
of an individual or group can be labeled as good or bad, as a leader who should be
followed or as a group that should be persecuted, consistently dividing and
marginalizing the subject and the viewers. The louder the group, the more widespread
its ideology becomes, meaning that the most powerful entities will continue gaining
power through media exposure.
The incredible power behind the information channeled to and from us
through technology is concerning, as privacy violations are certain. The Mass
implants of “Men Against Fire” are materialized versions of what the media does to us
today—masking our senses to sway us to follow the agenda of those in higher power.
We see what they want us to see. It is a desireable thought that “Men Against Fire” is
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unrealistic, but the reality is that our world is not much different. Data is collected
from users’ online interactions and sold to entities, who in turn try to sell us more
products or to sell us opinions disguised as facts.
As Hall states, society is fed an image of the world and told that that the image
is truth (20). Society is a hopeless consumer of information without a completely
reliable filter with which to discern fact from opinion or fiction. In this way,
consumers are similar to the soldier in “Men Against Fire,” seeing the world through a
lens provided to them by higher powers, seeing as they are told to see. This is
reinforced by the scenes in which the audience sees through Stripe’s eyes; the camera
is shaky and unstable, in a found-footage style, so that we see what he sees—what Mass
wants him to see.
Dehumanization
Although some argue that technology is not directly responsible for
dehumanization, the potential that lies within technology is too great to ignore. Ruth
Davis writes in her article “Technology as a Deterrent to Dehumanization” that
technology only aids us in our daily lives and that “we have never been able to program
prejudice into a computer so that it can differentiate its output on the basis of concern
or lack of concern with human values” (737). While it is true that technology itself is
an inanimate object as mundane as a piece of furniture, technology also holds a
massive power that can easily be channeled in a dehumanizing manner. Other
inanimate objects can be used as weapons—guns, for example—but as is argued in
today’s gun-rights controversy, not all humans are responsible, empathetic, and good
enough to trust with such power. The truth is that technology is completely
uncontrollable and that its uses and power are boundless. Technology is simply too
easily wielded as a weapon, used to reap, monitor, and manipulate personal data for
nefarious purposes.
Dehumanization via technology occurs all around us, even on smaller scales, as
is evident in modern society’s reliance on technology to communicate, making deep
face-to-face interaction and connection increasingly rare. In his article “From
Personal to Digital: CCTV, the Panopticon, and the Technical Mediation of Suspicion
and Social Control,” Clive Norris argues the importance of face-to-face knowledge,
stating that without it, we are more likely to dehumanize: “When we only know about
people our knowledge is secondhand, based on media accounts, official reports, gossip,
rumor, and heresay, and there is the danger that our judgment falls prey to
stereotypical prejudice and results in the dehumanization of the ‘other’” (251). It is far
easier to believe a rumor about someone we do not know than it is to believe gossip
regarding a close friend with whom we regularly interact in person. As society’s
dependence on technology grows, personal interaction lessens and these “media
accounts, official reports, gossip, rumor, and heresay” become increasingly more
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prevalent in our daily lives, which leads to the dehumanization of the subjects of such
information. We read and learn about celebrity drama, turmoil within governments,
and gossip about old schoolmates, and as Norris argues, this information forms our
view of the subject. What is broadcast to us about someone we do not interact with is
almost always unverifiable, making it easier for the provider of the information to
manipulate our opinion of the subject. This manipulation dehumanizes both the
receiver and the subject: The receiver is left without essential knowledge that would
allow him or her to develop an honest opinion, and the subject’s privacy is violated and
their image or reputation left to the mercy of the provider of the information. This
process is a common factor in the causation of othering, or separating ourselves from
those whom we deem to be fundamentally different in some way.
As humans, we easily fall victim to othering—both participating in and being
the subject of it. We commit the act of othering when we see differences, whether in
race, gender, power status, or financial status—and the list goes on. This is a problem,
because the forming of these groups leads to a power struggle; there will always be a
group more powerful than our own, just as there will always be a group less powerful.
This enables distancing on social and even physical levels, as well as oppression. Mina
Cikara and colleagues examine othering in their article “Us and Them: Intergroup
Failures of Empathy” and argue that “failures of empathy are especially likely if a
sufferer is socially distant—for example, a member of a different social or cultural
group” (149). Also supportive of this idea are Emile Bruneau and Nour Kteily, who, in
their article “The Enemy as Animal: Symmetric Dehumanization During Asymmetric
Warfare,” discuss dehumanization and how aggressive acts, such as slavery, are
enabled through othering, finding that “historically, dehumanization has enabled
members of advantaged groups to ‘morally disengage’ from disadvantaged group
suffering, thereby facilitating acts of intergroup aggression such as colonization,
slavery and genocide” (1). Bruneau and Kteily state, “We observed . . . that the more
individuals subjectively perceived that their group had power, the more likely they
were to express blatant dehumanization of the outgroup” (15). Humans have a natural
inclination to display aggression and contempt when faced with a group that has been
identified as other, especially when the other group is at a disadvantage. We see this in
the real world in myriad examples, from well-recorded historical events such as the
Holocaust to modern world events like the Syrian refugee crisis. We are more likely to
remain ignorant of suffering if it does not directly affect our own group’s well-being or
power status, and we are also predisposed to exude aggression toward those we
perceive to be of lesser power than us.
Othering allows us to find our own identities, to see the unique qualities within
each person, and to appreciate the diversity that such identities afford us. Diversity
has recently become a celebrated notion in a number of social institutions, including
schools and workplaces, but Prieto argues that to identify differences is to encourage
exclusion and directly create the “other”: “At present, fear of the stranger remains: the
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one who is different is considered as barbarian, terrorist or even subhuman” (301). By
recognizing differences, we create stark boundaries between “us” and “them,” creating
competition and struggle outside of the group but also unity and strength within it.
Although their article “Race, Xenophobia, and Punitiveness Among the American
Public” discusses xenophobia in terms of racial and ethnic differences, Joseph Baker
and colleagues state that “social control is wielded by powerful groups in response to
perceived threats to their collective interests” (364). When comparing Prieto’s idea to
that of Baker and colleagues, one can conclude that identifying a group or individual as
different, even with positive intentions, leads to inevitable friction between groups.
“Different” means “other,” creating separate groups and opening up the opportunity
for the organization of a power hierarchy between the groups. The innate need to
identify oneself and to identify the other is omnipresent, a survival skill from a time
when the need to identify an immediate threat was vital, and it has spilled over into
modern times to disallow unification of people, leading to fear of and aggression
toward the “other.”
The black-and-white nature of surveillance in the episode “Men Against Fire”
leads to fear of the “other,” a fear that fuels elitism and becomes the foundation of
genocide. The governing entity has identified the differences in the population: There
are healthy, acceptable people, and there are roaches. This explicit othering opens the
world up to tribalism, a toxic mindset in which different is equal to enemy. When
Stripe becomes aware of the true function of the Mass implant, Arquette explains why
the eradication of roaches is an acceptable ideal:
Do you have any idea the amount of shit that’s in their DNA? Higher rates of
cancer, muscular dystrophy, MS, SLS, substandard IQ, criminal tendencies,
sexual deviances. It’s all there. The screening shows it. Is that what you want
for the next generation? Don’t feel bad about doing your job. The villagers won’t
do it. The folks back home won’t do it. They don’t have Mass [implants]. Mass
lets you do it. You, you’re protecting the bloodline. And that, my friend, is an
honor. (00:50:52)
Arquette explicitly states that Mass enables the genocide; technology has aided
existing xenophobia and made the central conflict of the episode possible. Arquette
cites “the bloodline” as worthy of ultimate protection, again implying elitism, as if
there is one perfect model of a human. This is almost identical to the ideology of
eugenics used to manipulate the masses during World War II.
When discussing xenophobia, it is typical to imagine division stemming from
difference in race or nationality, but “Men Against Fire” amplifies this fear to include
medical complications and to be so powerful as to drive nations to wipe out entire
groups of marginalized people. Arquette’s list of undesirable qualities includes some
that lead to imprisonment today, such as criminal tendencies and sexual deviances,
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although today, having a family history of cancer or MS is rarely, if ever, used as a
reason to punish someone.
While the soldiers have the Mass implant to blame for their delusionary acts,
the ideas of the villagers in “Men Against Fire” are completely developed through
external influence. The villagers are part of the one group in the power scheme that is
an outlier; neither hunter nor hunted, the civilians do not have Mass implants, yet they
still demand that the soldiers rid the world of roaches. In the beginning of the episode,
before the audience sees what a roach looks like to the soldiers or learns why roaches
appear that way, the soldiers visit a decrepit village that has recently been ransacked
by a group of roaches. A villager explains to Stripe’s superior through a translator: “It
must have been roaches. All the mess. It must have been them. They’ve been in the
food. We’ll have to destroy everything they left. No one will eat it” (00:03:11). Other
villagers contribute to the conflict, giving the soldiers directions to the home of a roach
sympathizer. One woman reaches out to Stripe and pleads in broken English, “Stop
them coming. Please, you must stop [them]. I have [a] child who is scared” (00:04:09).
The evident fear in the village leads the audience to empathize with its inhabitants, as
the audience has not yet seen either the human or demonized faces of the roaches. The
roaches are perceived as greedy, infectious hosts of disease and violent tendencies, but
the audience later learns that they are just people struggling to survive, forced to
vandalize, steal, and squat in order to sustain themselves. The villagers are aware of
what the soldiers are not—that roaches look, think, and sound exactly like them but are
carriers of undesirable traits and medical problems. This display of intentional elitism
is a stark contrast to the induced elitism of the soldiers, who are controlled by
technology and its master. The villagers do not need the implants to separate
themselves and dehumanize the roaches. This is a tragic testament to the natural
tendency of people to conform to the beliefs of a group more powerful than their own,
and the ability to separate oneself from the plight of another person or group, also
known as othering.
The governing entity in the “Men Against Fire” universe has inserted social
distance via implication of social difference, thus splitting the civilian population and
heightening the rank of healthy civilians over roaches in the power hierarchy. This
elevation has allotted the villagers the right to exert power over the roaches. Cikara
argues that distance has enabled the dismissal of empathy, as is evident of the villagers’
treatment toward roaches and of the emotional rift between roaches and villagers
(149). The villagers are able to separate themselves from the roaches because they, the
villagers, are more powerful, and they are more powerful because they are separate. As
Bruneau and Kteily point out, aggression is also enabled when there is a perceived
status difference between groups. The specific mention of genocide in their article (p.
1) strengthens the idea that confirming difference and advantage over a group allows
room for heinous acts, which the villagers contribute to by reporting the vandalization
incident and revealing a roach safe haven to the soldiers.
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These acts are eerily similar to the behavior of European civilians during the
Holocaust. The themes of xenophobia, genocide, and control in the episode align
almost exactly to this dark mark upon human history. People being deemed unfit based
on certain qualities by the higher entity within “Men Against Fire” is nearly identical
to the plight experienced by the Jewish population and other “unfit” groups of
Germany, Austria, Poland, and nearby countries. Mark P. Mostert investigates the
treatment of the disabled in Nazi Germany in his article “Useless Eaters: Disability as
Genocidal Marker in Nazi Germany,” citing eugenics as the driver of the eradication
of Jews and other groups, stating that “eugenics was described by its leading American
proponent, Charles Davenport, as ‘the science of the improvement of the human race
by better breeding’” (158). Eugenics was, and is, an attempt to create the perfect human
race, free of medical imperfections, even going so far as trying to engineer the
appearance of the human race to fit the “superior” image. Davenport studied methods
of breeding for skin and eye color and, eventually, for the eradication of genetic
disorders (Witkowski), which does seem like a wonderful notion for the good of the
world, but such a world comes at a great, unethical cost. In selectively eliminating
traits deemed inferior, the scientists who supported eugenics were dehumanizing the
people who carried the traits they wished to make obsolete. People were reduced from
humans to medical data; if one did not align with the eugenics agenda, one was
disposable.
Although often a subconscious process, an innate realization that someone is
different from our own group, othering can also take place in a very explicit, external
manner. For example, Adolf Hitler referred to Jews as ungeziefer, meaning vermin or
pest, among other insulting descriptions, stating in his political manifesto Mein
Kampf, “The Jew has ever been a nomad, but always a parasite, battening on the
substance of others.” In his article “What Role Do Metaphors Play in Racial Prejudice?
The Function of Antisemitic Imagery in Hitler’s Mein Kampf,” Andreas Musolff
examines different terminology utilized in Hitler’s text to describe Jewish people and
culture, listing labels such as germ, agent of disease, decomposing agent, maggot,
infection, epidemic, and even syphilis, summarizing that the terms “fit together
sufficiently to create an ensemble of causes/agents of illness that suggest a deadly,
universal health crisis” (37). The roaches in “Men Against Fire” are seen not only as
unfit to live but also as contaminants or agents of disease, as is seen in the beginning
of the episode, when the villagers refuse to eat the food that is left over after the roach
burglary for fear that it has been corrupted.
A person in power plainly naming a specific group as undesirable is a powerful
act, as it opens avenues for those in the middle class of power to oppress those in the
lower class of power, expressing distaste at best and exerting violence at worst. This is
evident in the horrendous events that ensued after Hitler came into power in the
1930s. The word vermin is closely related to the word roach, furthering the
connections between the actions of the soldiers and civilians in “Men Against Fire”
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and the soldiers and civilians who were witness to (and in many cases, active
participants in) the Holocaust. While weakening and tarnishing the image of one
group, othering helps us identify with our own group, strengthening our bonds as well
as our boundaries.
During the Holocaust, people turned on their Jewish neighbors, reporting them
to the Nazi party out of fear or for reward, whether material or status. Michael A.
Grodin and colleagues address the question of how people perceived as morally sound,
specifically physicians, could be swayed to carry out horrific deeds in the name of
Nazism. In their article “The Nazi Physicians as Leaders in Eugenics and ‘Euthanasia’:
Lessons for Today,” they write
By portraying or certifying Jews and other people as racially, physically, or
mentally unfit, physicians and government officials claimed to be cleansing
Germany of the hereditarily imperfect and the weak. Nazi physicians rose to
power and prestige as they used their skills to treat a supposed ‘racial’ sickness
that threatened to contaminate the Volkskörper [body of the German people].
(53)
It seems that a willing suspension of disbelief overtook the physicians employed by the
Nazi party: They were performing honorable duties for the sake of their fellow
civilians, supporting the country on its way to a better future. The character of
Arquette functions in a similar matter as he diagnoses and treats the soldiers in ways
that best serve the goal of the anonymous enemy. The surveillance of European
populations led to the collection of data that labeled certain individuals as inferior,
which created a hostile environment that encouraged othering and ultimately resulted
in genocide of innumerable “undesirables.” A similar illusion of responsibility and
duty rules the villagers in the Black Mirror world.
In “Men Against Fire,” the fear of the other has led global forces to attempt
complete elimination of the so-called problem at the root. Baker et al. argue that social
control is held in the hands of the forces that are perceived to be powerful, an idea that
perfectly aligns with the theme of xenophobia in the episode, in the way that
disadvantaged groups are identified and persecuted. The authors’ study further
reveals that xenophobia is linked to punitiveness and that humans are predisposed to
a desire to punish those whom we identify as different from ourselves. This
predisposition can only be amplified when it is driven by an even more powerful group,
such as a government and its military forces.
The roaches are comparable to the groups persecuted in the Holocaust in that
they are identified as a genetic threat to the population. Othering has led to the
identification of roaches as scapegoats, so they are no longer seen as important,
valuable human beings. As Mostert discusses, this threat to perfection led to
innumerable deaths. The obsession with creating a world with medically flawless
populations is indistinguishable from the mission of the unseen governing entity in
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“Men Against Fire.” The episode’s allusion to World War II and the Nazi regime can
be no mistake, suggesting that we do not learn from the past and consistently pursue
whatever ideal that the most powerful group declares is desirable. The difference here
is the opportunity for total control via technological implants and data gathering in
comparison to the Nazis’ powerful influence in the 1930s and ’40s.
The comparison of the conflict in “Men Against Fire” to that of World War II
reinforces the idea of our continued tendency to confirm difference and to persecute
those who are judged to be different, and therefore lesser, rendering the episode’s
storyline even more haunting. The difference, though, is in the incredible leaps in
technological advancement that humanity has made since World War II. From the
deceptive implantation to the masking of the roaches to Arquette’s ability to disable
Stripe’s vision and trap him into carrying on his mission, technology is the ultimate
tool at the hands of the master puppeteer: the governing entity in “Men Against Fire”
and its military. We rely on technology in similar ways today, and, as Howard Chai
argues in his article “‘Black Mirror’ Study Guide: Men Against Fire,” we in turn rely on
those who control the technology:
We’re at the mercy of technology. It controls us. The overarching message of
Black Mirror is that technology itself is not to blame; we are. . . . We don’t like
being spied on, but we welcome digital assistants into our lives with open arms.
We say we don’t like giving up control, yet we allow algorithms to dictate most
of our online experiences. We know “control is an illusion,” but what happens
when the illusion is so enchanting and mesmerizing that we don’t realize it’s
there?
While technology is an extremely useful aid in everyday life, the paradox is that
humans have become so dependent on technology that it can become difficult to
discern if the user or the computer is truly in control. We become participants of a
willing suspension of disbelief online at some point or another—users know they are
being monitored to a certain extent but know it is the price they pay, and they assume
that it is relatively harmless. Through technology, we both dehumanize and are
dehumanized. We keep tabs on old friends and enemies, observe tragedies through
screens, and leave condolences after an acquaintance dies, but as Cikara argues, the
social distance keeps us from truly feeling most tragedies that do not affect us directly.
In this way, we are willing to accept the dehumanization that comes with the use of
technology because we are able to dehumanize in return. Technology allows the user
to complete tasks that would be nearly impossible to achieve otherwise, but at what
cost?
Although I agree with Davis that technology itself is not malicious by nature
and is in fact helpful to humanity in many ways (737), technology can be used in a way
that encourages prejudice and dehumanization, as is evident in “Men Against Fire.”
Technology itself is not malicious, but its power is all-consuming when in the hands of
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someone who is malicious. Interestingly, this “someone” in “Men Against Fire” is
never truly revealed. This willful omission is ominous—could it be a single world
leader? Is this the mission of just one country? Perhaps this open-ended hole is a
message in itself that technology is a conduit for those in power, whoever they may be.
This element enhances the haunting realism of “Men Against Fire,” as we often are
unaware of who may be monitoring our activities and who is truly in control, especially
while we interact with technology. What makes this work is the illusion of almost
complete free will—we do not feel the magnitude of the oppression if we do not see the
oppression or oppressor directly. Foucault argues that “power is tolerable only on
condition that it mask a substantial part of itself” (The History of Sexuality 86). We
endure the control that power exerts upon us only when we are blissfully ignorant of
the fact that it exists, which is enabled only by a disguise.
Conclusion
What makes Black Mirror so haunting is the fact that the stories depicted in its
episodes are so close to home; no episode is so farfetched as to be completely
unbelievable. Each episode is a reflection of the dark parts of society. In “Men Against
Fire,” technology is used by the most powerful forces to manipulate and dehumanize
people, and those who are dehumanized in turn dehumanize. This is also evident in
society today, as is laid out in the examples above, from the violations of privacy
around the world, to the othering of those we view as less powerful than ourselves, to
the way media employs its massive reach to sway extensive audiences to believe and
participate in agendas designated by higher powers.
Let “Men Against Fire,” and the Black Mirror series as a whole, serve as a
warning against the power of surveillance, the power of personal data, and the
dehumanizing nature of technology and humans in general. When we are oppressed,
we oppress, and when given power, we wield it with no mercy, for if we do not, someone
will wield it in order to gain power over and dehumanize us.
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